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(b) A permit, license, or other grant
of real estate, regardless of value,
which results in a significant reduction
or redirection of installation mission
objectives;
(c) A lease of land where the proposed
lease term is in excess of 25 years for
banks and Federal credit untions and/
or the building to be constructed exceeds DOD space criteria;
(d) Any permit, license, agreement,
or other grant to another military department or to a Federal agency of
large or significant real estate holdings
for a period in excess of 5 years (including renewal options);
(e) A grant of an easement which involves the replacement or relocation of
Army facilities at an estimated cost in
excess of $100,000;
(f) A grant of an easement where the
estimated annual fair market value of
the easement exceeds $50,000.
(g) A grant which is controversial or
unusual in nature and may embarrass
the DA;
(h) A grant involving search for
treasure trove;
(i) A grant for vehicle speed contests;
(j) A grant at an active industrial installation, excluding unimproved land
areas.
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NOTE: The Commander, U.S. Army Materiel Development & Readiness Command
(DARCOM), is authorized to approve determinations of availability at standby industrial installations where the estimated annual rental value does not exceed $50,000.

§ 643.9 Approval of availability outside
the United States.
Overseas commanders may authorize
the use by another military department or a Federal agency of an installation or portion thereof located in designated overseas areas and in foreign
countries when the real estate is not
for the time needed for Army purposes
or its concurrent use for other purposes
will not interfere with the mission of
the installation and such other use is
not inconsistent with the agreement
under which the property was acquired.
Overseas commanders may also authorize any use of such property which is
necessary in the accomplishment of the
DA mission for which the property was
acquired. All other proposed uses will
be coordinated with the United States
diplomatic mission in the country in-

volved prior to submission to HQDA
(DAEN-REM) WASH DC 20314, for approval. Where the overseas commander
is authorized to approve such use, the
commander or designee will prepare
and execute the necessary grant.
§ 643.10 Reports to DOD and the congressional committees on Armed
Services.
(a) The grants set forth in 1–8a.
through f., with respect to real estate
in the United States, Puerto Rico,
American Virgin Islands, Guam, American Samoa, and the TTPI, require
prior approval of the Assistant Secretary of Defense (I&L), and recommendations should contain information in justification thereof.
(b) The grants set forth in 1–8a., with
respect to real estate in the United
States and in designated overseas areas
(excluding the Canal Zone), except
leases for agricultural or grazing purposes, require a report to the Committees on Armed Services of the Senate
and House of Representatives as provided in title 10 U.S.C., section 2662.
§ 643.11 Rights of entry.
Pending the signing of the formal instrument, no right of entry will be
granted unless authorized by the office
wherein the instrument will be signed,
except where contrary instructions
have previously been issued by the DA.
When authorized, rights of entry will
be granted by the DE, or overseas commander, as appropriate.
§ 643.12 Preparation and signing of instruments.
Instuments granting temporary use
of real estate will be prepared as provided in this regulation. Except where
authority has been otherwise granted,
the COE or designee will approve, execute, and distribute instruments to the
extent authorized by the SA; otherwise
they will be prepared and submitted for
execution by direction of the appropriate Assistant Secretary of the
Army.
§ 643.13 Military requirement for real
estate under grant.
When a military requirement arises
for real estate which is being used
under a grant of non-Army use, the
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